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Fast And Contactless Assessment Of Waste
Water Chemical Parameters In Aceh Province By
Near Infrared Technology
Devianti, Yusmanizar, Syakur, Yuswar Yunus
Abstract: Presented study aimed to assess wastewater treatment installation using near infrared technology. Wastewater samples obtained in eight
different districts in Aceh Province and spectral data were acquired in wavenumbers range from 4,000 – 10,000 cm-1. On the other hand, actual nitrogen,
phosphor and potassium contents were measured using standard laboratory procedures. Spectra data were corrected by applying average smoothing
algorithm. The wastewater quality was assessed by constructing prediction models using partial least square regression approach. The results showed
that all chemical properties can be determined rapidly and simultaneously with maximum coefficient of determination are: 0.85 for nitrogen, 0.93 for
phosphor, and 0.94 for potassium content prediction respectively. Spectra data using average smoothing algorithm found to be more accurate and robust
for determining those three quality parameters. Based on obtained performances, it may conclude that near infrared technology was feasible to assess
wastewater quality parameters rapidly and without direct contact with the samples.
Index Terms: Wastewater, NIRS, Aceh, agriculture, technology, assessment, spectra, non destructive.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various environmental problems are closely related to
sanitation services for the community, one of the most
common example of sanitation problems that is directly related
to the community is household wastewater. Domestic waste
water comes from residential businesses or activities,
restaurants, offices, businesses, apartments and dormitories
and other social facilities [1]. Waste water generally contains
materials or substances that can be harmful to human health
and disturb the environment. Therefore, any wastewater
produced needs to be managed properly in order to reduce
the quality of pollutants contained in it before being channeled
into river bodies so as not to pollute the environment [2], [3].
The problem arose in centralized wastewater management
facility is inadequate so that its implementation is ineffective.
The public wastewater disposal system that is carried out by
the community, namely the disposal of wastewater from the
toilet is channeled to the septic tank and runoff water from the
septic tank is absorbed into the ground or discharged into the
public channel. While non-toilet waste water such as washing
water, bathing and kitchen waste discharged into public
channels [4]. Banda Aceh City is one of the regions in Aceh
Province which has a status as the capital city as well as the
administrative center in Aceh Province. According to data from
the Central Statistics Agency (BPS) in 2019, the City of Banda
Aceh consisted of 9 Districts and 90 villages. The population of
Banda Aceh City in 2019 was 259.91 people with 133.73 men
and 126.19 women from 64,008 households. An increase in
population in 2019 compared to 2018 was 4,552 people/km2,
the highest density was found in Baiturrahman District which
was 7,932 people/km2 while the lowest density in Kuta Raja
District was 2,515 people/km2 [5]–[7].
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Based on the Minister of Public Works Regulation Number:
39/PRT/M/2016 concerning with national policy and strategy
for drinking water supply system development, the need for
water for cooking and bathroom needs is 120 liters per person
in one day. The biggest use is for bathroom needs of 75 liters
per person from a total of 45% of the total water usage [8], [9].
Thus, it can be estimated that in the city of Banda Aceh has
the potential to produce household waste water, as many as
9,321,165 liters per person in one day. Based on this point of
view, the potential of household wastewater generated so
large but is still not used and managed optimally.
There are some activities related to waste water treatment plat
(WWTP) in several district in Aceh Province, and to date they
runs quite well. On the other hand, some of those remaining
areas and districts are did not treated waste water. They flow
into the river and obviously may cause environmental
pollutions [10]. Those waste water was treated and managed
in right handed, they can be used as fertilizers for plantation
areas, since waste water contained chemical nutrients for
plants such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium [11], [12].
Nitrogen is a very important element for the growth of plants. It
is known as a nutrient element that acts as a stimulant for
plant growth. The nitrogen present in the liquid was a mixture
of protein and urea substances. Nitrogen is rapidly
decomposed by bacteria into ammonia so that the age of
wastewater can be reflected by the amount of ammonia
present in the wastewater [10], [13]. Moreover, phosphorus in
water as well as potassium, are important elements for the
growth of plants known as nutrients and stimulants growth.
Phosphorus is a component that can fertilize algae and other
biological organisms so that it is very appropriate to be used
as a benchmark for water quality. Nutrients contained in the
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) households can be
analyzed by means of laboratory testing. Generally testing in a
laboratory is very difficult because it uses a mixture of
chemical materials, time consuming, destructive and may
cause other environmental pollutions [14], [15]. Thus, it is
inefficient and requires relatively expensive costs, therefore we
need an alternative technology that can be used to predict
plant nutrients needed in large quantities, simple preparation,
rapid, effective and without direct contact with the respective
samples [16], [17].
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Utilization of one of the modern technologies developed at this
time is by using Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS)
technology. This technology can analyze and provide
information about nutrients found in household WWTPs, based
on the principle of interaction between biological material and
certain electromagnetic radiations [18], [19]. NIRS technology
covers a wavelength range from 1000 to 2500 nm. The
advantages of using NIRS when compared to chemical
analysis done in the laboratory because it can be done nondestructively, can analyze samples up to 2-5 millimeters depth,
can detect various components with one spectral data, and
can determine the physical and chemical properties of a
material [20], [21], it does not require many treatments to the
sample, do not require chemicals so that it can be used to
flower the nutrients contained in the WWTP [22], [23]. Based
on these problems further research needs to be done to what
extent the application of Near Infrared Spectroscopy can
detect nutrient content of household WWTPs. Numerous
studies have been reported in related to the application of
NIRS technology in many fields, especially in agriculture like
fruit quality evaluation [24]–[28], animal feed quality
parameters prediction [29]–[32], agricultural crops [33]–[36],
soil quality assessment, herbal plants and other biological
materials [5], [10]–[12]. Therefore, the main objective of this
present study is to apply the NIRS technology in assessing
waste water quality parameters presented as nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium in waste water treatment plants
(WWTPs) in Aceh Province.

Prediction performances were evaluated based on this
following statistical indicators as shown in Table 1. The
accuracy and reliability of the prediction model can be seen
based on statistical parameters consisting of the correlation
coefficient (r) between the predicted results and the results of
standard measurements in the laboratory for three nutrient
parameters, and ratio prediction to deviation (RPD). Ideally,
reliable and accurate prediction models are models with high r
and RPD parameter values, low RMSE and fewer number of
latent variables involved in PLS regression.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sample acquisition process pf near infrared spectrum
uses NIRS technology to determine and assesse quality
parameters of nutrient levels presented as nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium contained in household
wastewater samples, with a wavelength range of 1000-2500
nm. When the near infrared radiation beams directly
penetrated to the wastewater samples, it produced
approximately 4% of the energy emitted to organic material
and reflected back to the outer surface whilst remaining 96%
were absorbed by the chemical structures inside ss presented
TABLE 1
MODEL PERFORMANCE CATEGORY BASED ON STATISTICAL
INDICATORS

Statistical indicator
Correlation coefficient (r)

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples used in this present study are waste water samples
obtained from 8 different WWTPs installation in Aceh Province.
On the other hand, the main instrument used in this study is a
developed PSD NIRS instrument with a wavelength range of
1000-25000 nm or wavenumber range from 4000 to 10000 cm1
, used to acquire the infrared reflection spectrum from a
household WWTP samples. Moreover, another kits for
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium nutrient test kits in the
laboratory are prepared such as spectrophotometric, magnetic
stirrer, 50 ml Erlenmeyer flask, 2 ml cuvette spray bottle, water
heater, digital scale, measuring pipette (10 ml, 20 ml 25 ml and
50 ml) glass measure, glass funnel and boil pumpkin. Spectra
data were acquired and obtained for all waste water samples
using the infrared spectroscopy instruments with workflow
configuration is built using Thermo Integration® integrated
software. Workflow is made to set the instrument to acquire
the diffuse reflectance spectrum of household WWTP samples
32 times then average the results and save the scanning
results in two different file formats in NIR wavelength region of
1000-2500 nm. In order to generate more robust and accurate
prediction results, spectra data of all samples were corrected
using the spectra average smoothing algorithm. Nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium nutrient contents in household
WWTPs were predicted and determined based on the NIR
spectra data produced through the process (model building).
Prediction models were built by regressing the NIR data as
variable X and nutrient levels of nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium measured in the laboratory as Y variables
simultaneously. The regression method used to develop these
models is the partial least square (PLS) regression method.
The prediction results of this regression method were then
evaluated based on accuracy in predicting the levels of
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium in WWTP waste water.
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Coeff. of determination (R2)

Ratio prediction
(RPD)

to

deviation

Value

Model category

0.90 – 1

Good prediction

0.50 – 0.65

More than 50% of
predicted Y can be
determined

0.66 – 0.81

Sufficient performance

0.82 – 0.90

Good performance

> 0.91

Excellent performance

1.5 – 2

Coarse prediction are
possible

>2 – 3

Good perfromance

>3

Excellent and robust
performance

in Fig. 1.
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been corrected using the average smoothing algorithm. PLS
regression can also be obtained through simple and multiple
regression by drawing conclusions from the significance test
which aims to select the independent variables that construct
PLS components and determine the number of PLS
components that are formed. The purpose of PLS is to form
components that can capture information from independent
variables to predict the dependent variable. The prediction
performance for N parameter using raw spectra data and
smoothing data is presented in Fig.3.
0.9
y = 0.9547x
R² = 0.8076

(a)

0.8
0.7

N predicted

The raw spectra as shown above in a non-dense and still
rough spectrum measurement, this shows the presence of
noise so it is necessary to do a spectra correction and
pretreatment to reduce the influence of wave interference and
noise interference on the infrared spectra data. Spectrum
correction aimed to reduce interference with spectrum data so
that spectrum data becomes smoother and denser. The
spectrum acquisition process will produce raw data with high
noise disturbance before spectrum correction is performed.
The noise itself is the distance between each spectrum and
the disturbance when collecting data, the disturbance can be
in the form of overlapping absorption, light gaps affecting
objects other than samples, the quality of the lighting source
used where this research uses a laser beam splitter. The
absorption of infrared wave radiation by the molecules making
up the material causes vibrations that cause absorption to rise
in accordance with a combination of chemical functional
groups from a household WWTP sample showing the
existence of wave crests that represent the presence of
chemical bonds. The more radiation absorbed can provide a
high absorbance value and the wavelength absorbed is
stronger. The construction of the calibration model was used to
predict nutrient levels of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
in the IPAL sample of households after taking the spectrum
using near infrared spectroscopy and spectrum correction. The
calibration model is constructed by regressing the NIRS
spectrum as the X variable and the actual data from the
laboratory test results are used as the Y variable. The
descriptive statistics plot for those three quality parameters is
shown in Fig.2.
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TABLE 2

DETAILED DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED N. P AND K

(b)
Stats. Indicators

0.8

y = 0.9861x
0.525
R² = 0.8501

P

K

0.141

0.320

Max

0.840

0.170

0.960

N predicted

Mean
0.7
0.6

Min

0.280

0.120

0.030

0.5
Range

0.560

0.050

0.930

Std Deviation

0.234

0.017

0.272

Variance

0.055

0.000

0.074

0.3
RMS

0.569

0.142

0.409

Skewness
0.2
Kurtosis
0.2

0.277

0.635

2.245

-1.392 0.6

-0.796 0.8

6.122 1
0.260

0.4

Fig. 2. Descriptive statistics plot for quartile, mean and std. deviation
of three measured waste water chemical properties.

Detailed descriptive statistics of measured N, p and K
parameters of wastewater samples measured in the laboratory
is also presented in Table 2
The difficulty in calibrating is the problem of complex natural
information in the infrared spectrum, for example each peak of
the spectrum almost always overlaps by one or more other
peaks. The purpose of the calibration model construction is to
generate the accuracy of the information model nutrient levels
of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium contained in
household wastewater samples. In PLS method, data
dimension was reduced to seek for the most relevant factors in
predicting and describing data. The calibration model is built
starting with the raw data, and the spectrum data that has

N

Median

0.4

0.560
0.135
N measured

Fig.Q1
3. Scatter plot between 0.280
measured and0.130
predicted N 0.240
using raw
spectra
(a)
and
Smoothing
spectra
data (b). 0.283
Q3
0.630
0.153

The calibration results in Fig. 3 above shows the use of partial
least square (PLS) obtained predictive value of raw data with a
correlation value (r) of 0.90. the coefficient of determination
(R2) is 0.81 The RMSEC value obtained is 0.0315 and using
latent variable (LV) factor 5 which served to increase the value
of the correlation coefficient and reduce the RMSEC value
obtained. This value is in the good prediction category
because it has approached 1 and has met the statistical
equation of the calibration model. The RPD value is obtained
from the standard deviation value divided by the RMSEC
value, ideally a reliable and accurate prediction model is a
model with high correlation. The standard deviation value from
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the measurement of the actual data on the prediction of
nitrogen nutrient levels is 0.2337, so the RPD value at factor 5
is 7.4190 and this is classified as a very good prediction
category. When the models were developed using corrected
spectra data like smoothing, the prediction performance
becomes better than raw un-corrected spectral data. For
phosphorus prediction, the scatter plot between actual
measured P and the predicted P is shown in Fig.4.
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot between measured and predicted K using raw
spectra (a) and Smoothing spectra data (b).
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot between measured and predicted P using raw
spectraperformance
(a) and Smoothing
spectra data (b).
The prediction
of phosphorus
was improved
when the model is constructed using smoothing corrected
spectral data. As shown in Fig. 4, the coefficient of
determination is increase to 0.93. It is obvious that spectra
correction is necessary to be performed in order to achieve
good prediction results.
Moreover, beside nitrogen and
phosphor, prediction models were also developed to
determine potassium. It serves to help the formation of
proteins and carbohydrates, strengthen plant tissue and play a
role in the formation of plant antibodies that can fight disease
and drought. These models were also established by means of
raw and smoothing spectra data as presented in Fig. 5.

Wastewater or waste water is residual water that is discharged
from households, industries or other public places and
generally contains substances or substances that can be
harmful to human health and disturb the environment.
Domestic waste water is waste originating from residential
areas which generally consists of waste from the kitchen,
bathroom water, washing water, and human waste. In
wastewater there are chemicals that are difficult to remove and
give life to germs that cause various diseases. Every waste
water produced needs to be managed properly based on its
characteristics so that it can reduce the quality of pollutants
contained in it before being flowed into the river body so as not
to pollute the environment. Nutrient content is very useful to
improve the physical properties of the soil and can improve the
ability of the soil cations. Constraints in increasing the reuse of
wastewater include wastewater that does not meet water
quality requirements, for various purposes because it contains
quite a large number of pollutants that need to be treated to
meet the quality of water that is allowed before re-use.
Wastewater contains microorganisms that have an important
role in biological wastewater treatment, there are also
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microorganisms that are harmful to human life. These
microorganisms include bacteria, fungi, protozoa and algae.
Plant productivity is determined by soil fertility, especially
nutrient availability, climatic conditions (rainfall and solar
radiation), crop varieties, soil management and pest control of
plant diseases. Plants can grow and produce optimally
according to the potential results. Giving fertilizer also needs to
pay attention to nutrient status in the soil. Thus, wastewater
treatment plant must be also monitored in order to determine
chemical properties rapidly and simultaneously n a real time
situation.

[7]

[8]

4 CONCLUSION
This study investigated the feasibility of near infrared
technology in rapid assessment of wastewater installation
plant in Aceh province. The results showed that studied
parameters namely nitrogen, phosphor and potassium can be
determined rapidly without a direct contact with maximum
coefficient of determination are: 0.85 for nitrogen, 0.93 for
phosphor, and 0.94 for potassium content prediction
respectively. Spectra data using average smoothing algorithm
found to be more accurate and robust for determining those
three quality parameters. Based on obtained performances, it
may conclude that near infrared technology was feasible to
assess wastewater quality parameters rapidly and
simultaneously.
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